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4.1 Introduction
In both this and the following chapter we describe our 1973 benchmark
data set. We describe in some detail the raw data and the many adjust-
ments in order to assist anyone who wishes to reconstruct or modify any
part of the data set. In this chapter we deal with data on the use of factors
by industry, taxes by industry, input-output transactions, and govern-
ment enterprises. Chapter 5 is concerned with data on household incomes
and expenditures, general government expenditures, and foreign trade.
Value added consists of net payments to the factors of production plus
factor taxes. We use the National Income and Product Accounts (NIPA)
to obtain figures for capital income, labor income, and tax by industry in
1973. We listed the nineteen industries used for our production data in
table 3.1. These nineteen industries are a direct aggregation of the
fifty-nine industries given in detailed tables of the Survey of Current
Business (SCB) or of the eighty industries given in Bureau of Economic
Analysis (BEA) input-output tables. These, in turn, are based on the
Standard Industrial Classification (SIC). Appendix A of this chapter
shows how we aggregate the eighty BE A industries.
1 This disaggregation
provides us with richer detail than many of the tables published in the
SCB, which only report information for twelve industries. For this reason
much of our data comes from unpublished worksheets of the Commerce
Department's National Income Division (NID).
2 Even with this greater
degree of disaggregation of the production sector of the economy, we are
1. The relationship between our classification and the SIC can be seen in a table in U.S.
Department of Commerce, BEA 1975, p. 10.
2. The staff at NID were extremely helpful in providing us with detailed worksheets. We
also received excellent suggestions for additional sources and alternative adjustments
procedures.
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left with fairly aggregated groups. We have tried to maintain separate
classifications for industries that are quantitatively important and taxed
differently.
While chapter 6 describes overall adjustments to the data that are
necessary to meet general equilibrium consistency requirements, this
chapter describes many adjustments that were made to the raw data for
definitional consistency. However, two discrepancies cannot be cor-
rected here. First of all, the National Income Division collects some data
on an establishment basis and other data on a company basis. For our
purposes, the best measure is income generated in the production of each
good, but data are not available on this basis.
3 The second problem is that
the accounts use a "national" definition of economic activity, where we
would prefer a "domestic" definition.
4
4.2 Labor Income and Labor Taxes by Industry
The gross-of-factor-tax return to labor is the sum of employee com-
pensation and the estimated return to the labor of self-employed indi-
viduals. The NIP A definition of employee compensation includes wages
and salaries and supplements to wages and salaries.
5 These supplements
include employer contributions for social insurance (ECSI) and other
labor income (OLI). Employer contributions include those for Old Age,
Survivors, Disability, and Hospital Insurance (OASDHI or Social Secu-
rity), unemployment insurance, public workmen's compensation, and
railroad retirement. Other labor income includes private workmen's
compensation, pensions, group health and life insurance, and sup-
plemental unemployment benefits.
The return to the labor of self-employed persons is an unknown frac-
tion of the total return to the entrepreneur who invests his time and
capital jointly. NID provides us with data for the total return to unin-
corporated enterprises by industry. However, we must still estimate the
portion of this return that accrues to labor. In order to estimate this
return, we assume that partners or proprietors in an industry earn the
3. "The establishment basis is used for the industrial classifications of wages and salaries,
supplements to wages and salaries, income of unincorporated enterprises and inventory
valuation adjustment, and interest paid by noncorporate enterprises. However, the com-
pany basis is used for corporate profits, the corporate inventory valuation adjustment, and
interest paid and received by corporations" U.S. Department of Commerce, OBE 1954,
p. 67.
4. The national definition measures "the income and product attributable to factors of
production supplied by residents of the country rather than the income and product of
factors physically located in the country" ibid., p. 32.
5. Wages and salaries include all monetary remuneration of employees, including the
compensation of corporate officers, commissions, tips, bonuses, and receipts in kind that
represent income to the recipients. These are on an accrual, not disbursement basis.
Definitions of this kind can be found in U.S. Department of Commerce, BEA 1976a,
pp. 34-38.57 Intermediate Production and Value Added
same return as other workers in that industry. We derive the average
compensation of employees in each industry from two tables in the July
1976 SCB (U.S. Department of Commerce, BE A 1976b). Next we divide
employee compensation by the full-time equivalent number of em-
ployees (providing average annual labor income for each industry).
Then, using NID data on the numbers of proprietors and partners, with a
correction for hours worked, we estimate the imputed return to the labor
of self-employed individuals.
6
For several industries—construction, utilities, real estate, and manu-
facturing—the estimated labor component exceeds the total unincorpo-
rated income. This problem is less serious in manufacturing, because
unincorporated enterprises only produce a small proportion of manufac-
tured goods. However, large segments of construction, utilities, and real
estate are unincorporated. These three industries are land intensive and
probably have a high rate of accrued capital gains. These gains would not
show up in the figures for unincorporated income. Rather than assign a
large return to labor and a negative return to capital in these industries,
we simply assign the total unincorporated return to labor.
The sum of the imputed return to labor in the unincorporated sector,
and wages and salaries in the corporate sector, yields gross-of-tax labor
income for our nineteen industries. These appear in column (1) of table
4.1.
We define taxes on labor income to include employer contributions for
social insurance (ECSI), employee contributions for OASDHI, plus
contributions for OASDHI by self-employed individuals. We include all
taxes on labor income that discriminate among industries. OASDHI has
a fixed rate up to a maximum per employee, so that high-income em-
ployees pay a smaller tax per dollar of labor income than employees
whose incomes fall below the maximum. Thus industries with higher-
than-average compensation of employees tend to pay a lower effective
rate on OASDHI. Unemployment insurance also discriminates by indus-
try, since the tax is greater for those firms with a higher incidence of
unemployment.
We treat contributions for public workmen's compensation (part of
ECSI) as a tax, although we treat contributions for private workmen's
compensation (part of OLI) as ordinary income. This distinction is some-
what arbitrary, since both are mandatory insurance payments. We make
the distinction because the contributions for workmen's compensation go
6. If this imputed return to labor is subtracted from total unincorporated income, the
residual is an estimate of the return to capital. Alternatively, using an asset basis, if we can
measure the capital stock of both the corporate and noncorporate sectors in each industry,
we can attribute to noncorporate capital the same net-of-tax rate of return as that of
corporate capital. Subtracting this estimate of return to capital from the total unincorpo-
rated income yields a residual return to labor estimate. In practice, the latter (asset basis)
method is more difficult, with capital stock by industry and by sector generally unavailable.58 Chapter Four
to government. NID supplies us with breakdowns of ECSI items by
industry. Since the Social Security program involves matching contribu-
tions, we use the employer share to estimate the employee share.
7 The
total for contributions by self-employed individuals is given in the July
1976 SCB. However, NID does not divide this total by industry. We
allocate the total among industries by the proportion of self-employed
labor income in each industry.
The total tax on labor for each industry is shown in column (2) of table
4.1. We subtract this from gross-of-tax labor income to get labor income
net-of-tax, which is column (3).
Using columns (2) and (3) of table 4.1, we calculate the effective tax
rates on labor by industry, which are shown in column (4). The rates
differ by industry, but they are close to the overall weighted average of
10.1 percent. This dispersion is not great for two reasons. First, our
procedure for estimating self-employed contributions to OASDHI by
industry actually assumes the same rate of tax in all industries. However,
these contributions represent only $2.5 billion out of $63 billion of labor
taxes. Second, when we combine detailed industries into less-detailed
ones, we tend to reduce the dispersion of tax rates. The rate of .0702 for
agriculture, for example, reflects the fact that many agricultural workers
are not covered by insurance programs. The rate of .0903 on services is
due to a low level of coverage and some high salaries above the ceiling for
OASDHI.
4.3 Capital Income and Capital Taxes by Industry
The return to capital, net-of-factor taxes, includes corporate profits
after tax, the return to unincorporated capital, net interest paid, and net
rents paid. We would like to include real accrued capital gains in our
measure of capital income in each industry, but the data are not available.
(Moreover, constancy of relative prices is consistent with our parameter-
ization of an equilibrium economy with no excess profits.)
8 Now we will
discuss the various components of capital income.
4.3.1 Corporate Profits after Tax
The July 1976 SCB gives corporate profits after deducting property
taxes and indirect business taxes. SCB table 6.21 shows corporate profits
after the corporate income tax. This corresponds to a net-of-tax defini-
tion. This series includes profits after the capital consumption allowance
7. This step is justified empirically, since 1973 employer contributions to OASDHI total
$30,549 million, while employee contributions total $30,388 million. (See U.S. Department
of Commerce, BEA 1976b, table 3.11.)
8. Since we include corporate profits after tax, we account for any capital gains on shares
that might result from real retained earnings.59 Intermediate Production and Value Added
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Note: All figures are in millions of dollars. Component detail is available upon request.
(tax depreciation) but before the capital consumption adjustment (cor-
rection to economic depreciation) or the inventory valuation adustment
(IVA). The capital consumption adjustment will be treated separately
later. We obtained the IVA from NID of Commerce.
9 Column (1) of table
4.2 shows profits after correction for the IVA.
1




9. The negative $301 million IVA for mining and crude petroleum is divided between the
two by their proportions of value added in 1973. The negative $178 million for "other"
corporate industries is allocated entirely to services, since this is the largest component, with
a majority of inventories.
10. The relationship between these NIPA corporate profits and the IRS definition can be
seen in U.S. Department of Commerce, BEA 1976b, table 8.5. The NIPA starts with IRS
numbers and adds depletion, bad-debt adjustment, and other dividends, and the cost of
issuing securities, in order to reach a measure related to current production.
11. Federal Reserve Board (FRB) earnings are included in corporate income figures,
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O61 Intermediate Production and Value Added
4.3.2 Capital Consumption Adjustment
Neither published nor unpublished sources at the Commerce Depart-
ment give sufficiently disaggregated industry data on the capital con-
sumption adjustment or on "economic" depreciation. In the aggregate,
the Commerce Department uses straight-line depreciation for consistent
accounting and a replacement cost basis to measure economic deprecia-
tion. Then they subtract from the capital consumption allowance (as
measured by the Internal Revenue Service) to get the capital consump-
tion adjustment. We took capital consumption adjustment figures for
manufacturing industries from Coen (1980) and aggregated them to our
industrial classification. These figures are shown in column (2) of table
4.2, along with nonmanufacturing data taken from the Commerce De-
partment.
4.3.3 Return to Unincorporated Capital
The procedure used to calculate these numbers has been described in
the earlier section on labor income. We impute a return to the labor of
proprietors and partners, and subtract this from the total to yield a
residual capital return. If the imputed labor share is too large, we assign
capital a share of zero. The results are shown in column (3) of table 4.2.
4.3.4 Net Rents Paid
Rents paid by an industry are payments for "borrowed" capital, prop-
erty, buildings, and machinery. The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) and
the NIPA treat these payments as a cost deduction for the renting firm
and as income for the owners of the rented property. Since we seek to
measure all payments to capital used in each industry, we treat rents paid
as capital income in the paying industry. For each industry we would like
to add to capital income all payments for rental property and subtract
rental earnings. This would be equivalent to adding net rents paid. The
NIPA has no industry distribution for rents paid, and the IRS Statistics of
Income (SOI) show only gross rents paid by industry. However, the NID
does provide the total of net rental income, which is equal to the total net
rents paid. This total and its components are shown in table 4.3.
We treat net rents from farm realty as a return to capital used in
industry 1 (agriculture, forestry, and fisheries). The NIPA measure of
imputed net rent from owner-occupied and other dwellings sum to
$12,917 million. This figure is added to the capital income of our real
estate industry.
operation is not covered by the corporate income tax system and should be excluded from
calculations on that tax. FRB earnings do make up part of capital income in our finance and
insurance industry, however, and their payments to the Treasury can best be modeled as
part of a tax on capital income in that industry, but not part of the corporate tax.62 Chapter Four
Table 4.3 Net Rental Income Components, 1973
Source Amount
1. Net rents from farm realty 3,879
2. Imputed net rent from owner-occupied dwellings 10,334
3. Net rents from other dwellings" 2,583
4. Royalty earnings 1,498
5. Net rents from business and government
b 3,124
5a. Nonfarm business 2,884
5b. Nonprofit organizations 59
5c. U.S. government 160
5d. Foreign governments 21
6. Total net rental income from the private sector
0 21,237
Note: All figures are in millions of dollars. Items 1 through 5 were obtained from NID and
include the capital consumption adjustment for an economic measure of depreciation.
"The sum of items 2 and 3 is net rents from housing, equal to $12,917 million, found in table
1.20 of the July 1976 SCB. These include farm housing.
bIterns 5a through 5d are an approximate breakdown of item 5. See text for procedure.
The sum of items 1 through 4, 5a and 5b.
Similarly, copyrights, patents, and royalties paid for natural resources
should be counted as capital income in the industry where these capital
assets are used and paid for. This item 4 in table 4.3 totals $1,498 million,
but we are not supplied with industry division. The SOI show only
royalties received. We therefore resort to a procedure used by Rosenberg
(1969, p. 152), and allocate 12.5 percent to printing and publishing, 12.5
percent to electrical machinery (phonograph records), and 75 percent to
natural resources. We approximate the use of natural resources by indus-
try from the depletion deductions taken for tax purposes in 1973 (U.S.
Department of the Treasury, IRS 1977a and 1977b). We assign deduc-
tions proportionally by depletion to six industries: petroleum and natural




Finally, NID supplies us with net rents from business and government.
These total $3,124 million, as shown in table 4.3. Net rents paid by each
group are unavailable, so we use the proportion of gross rent paid to
divide the total net rent paid.
1
3
Nonprofit organizations are part of the services industry. We attribute
the estimated net rents of these institutions directly to the services indus-
try. The $2,884 million estimated net rental payments of business were
12. Rosenberg (1969) distributes 75 percent among three oil- and gas-using industries,
despite the existence of "royalty" payments for lumber and other mining.
13. Gross nonresidential rent paid by business and government was $45,235 million. The
portions paid by nonfarm business, nonprofit organizations, the U.S. government, and
foreign governments were also provided by NID. We used these data to calculate items 5a to
5d in table 4.3.63 Intermediate Production and Value Added
allocated among industries by the proportion of gross rent paid by indus-
try, furnished in the corporate and business SOI. This procedure gener-
ally follows Rosenberg (1969), and the results are shown in column (4) of
table 4.2.
The NIPA imply that all of these rents originate in the real estate
industry. The NIPA real estate industry includes housing services, other
real property, and intermediation services. We redistribute the second
component, but are still left with a somewhat curious definition of the real
estate industry: housing services and intermediation in real property.
4.3.5 Net Interest Paid
The amount of an industry's capital return that is paid to bondholders
will be reflected in that industry's net interest payments. We have used
detailed worksheets by industry, provided by the NID. The worksheets
show interest flows for 1973.
The dollar payments of interest by each industry are referred to as net
monetary interest paid. Since all kinds of producers issue bonds to raise
capital, these payments are positive for all industries except one. Finance
and insurance (F&I) has a large negative value for net monetary interest
paid, due to the peculiar structure of that industry. The F&I industry
engages in financial intermediation, thus its interest receipts exceed the
interest it pays on deposits. These net interest receipts are the form in
which the F&I industry receives payment for services rendered. We argue
above that net interest paid should be added to capital earned in each
industry. If we add the (negative) net interest paid to the profits of the
F&I industry, total capital is measured by a negative number. In 1973, net
monetary interest paid by F&I was negative $61,181 million.
A consistent solution to this problem exists if we assume that F&I
companies do not issue bonds to raise funds. That is, we assume that no
interest payments are made for the capital used in the provision of
intermediation services.
1
4 In fact, we can raise the F&I net-interest-paid
figure to zero by imputing additional interest payments to other industry
and to persons. Thus, we have two separate kinds of interest payments:
monetary payments and imputed payments. This view of the world
14. Savings and loan associations in 1973 paid $12 billion in interest on deposits and $1
billion on borrowed money. Most of the latter went to the Federal Home Loan Bank Board,
which means that the savings and loan associations paid for borrowed reserves at certain
times. It is not obvious how to classify this kind of borrowing: it is borrowed capital used to
provide financial services, but it is not for building plant or equipment as a factor of
production. Commercial banks paid $20 billion interest on deposits, $4 billion on federal
funds (borrowed reserves), $.5 billion on other borrowing, and $.25 billion interest on
capital notes and bonds. Only the last category is clearly analogous to interest paid by other
industries, but it is such a small portion of F&I net interest paid that it can be safely ignored.
These two types of institutions had the only substantial payments on borrowed money.64 Chapter Four
attributes all property income of F&I straight through to the depositors
who also make (imputed) service charge payments to F&I.
1
5
The Commerce Department NID has made some of these imputations,
but they only total $41,702 million. This falls $19,479 million short of the
total for net monetary interest paid by F&I. There are several reasons for
the difference. For instance NID does not make an imputation for finance
companies and small-business investment companies. We have chosen to
force the net interest paid by F&I (including both monetary and imputed
interest) to be zero. To do this we impute an additional $19,479 million of
interest paid by F&I.
These interest payment imputations should be allocated to other indus-
tries according to their use of financial services. As a proxy for the use of
financial services, NID distributes the imputed interest receipts in pro-
portion to cash held (including demand deposits) by each industry. These
data come from the SOI. We use the same proportions to allocate all $61
million of imputed interest, including the $19 billion that are not imputed
by NID. Based on these proportions, we allocate 79 percent of the total to
persons and government. Out of the amount that we allocate to persons
and government, some $15,388 million (or 79 percent of the $19,479 of
extra imputed interest) is not counted by NID. The result is a GNP
increase of $15,388 million. No one is better off, but our accounting
shows larger consumer interest income, offset by larger (imputed) service
charge payments to the finance and insurance industry. Net interest paid,
both monetary and imputed, is shown in column (5) of table 4.2.
4.3.6 Special Treatment of Depletion Deductions
To obtain profits for tax purposes, natural resource firms in 1973 could
deduct a percentage of revenues to reflect the depletion of their reserves.
The combination of these depletion deductions and expensing of explora-
tion costs is a case of double counting, because in competitive equilib-
rium, exploration costs are matched by the value of expected discoveries.
We can avoid this double counting by adding depletion deductions to IRS
income figures. Data in the Statistics of Income indicate that these deduc-
tions totaled $9,301 million for corporations and $429 million for unin-
corporated enterprises in 1973. The Commerce Department adds the
noncorporate figure to its income statistics, but adds only $5,828 million
of the corporate figure. The difference ($3,473 million, which equals 37
percent of corporate depletion deductions) is allocated as follows: We
take corporate deductions for mining and lumber times .37 and add the
result to incomes in those industries. We take the total of crude pe-
troleum and petroleum-refining deductions times .37 and add this to
15. This treatment is consistent with competition and the absence of abnormal profits. If
an F&I company is superior at discovering investments for its clients, it can make larger
service charges.65 Intermediate Production and Value Added
income in crude petroleum alone. We do this because the income statis-
tics for petroleum-refining corporations are on a company basis, so their
deductions are for crude petroleum operations. These adjustments are
reflected in column (1) of table 4.2*
4.3.7 Tax on Capital Income
In our model, the tax on capital income at the industry level has three
components—the corporation income tax levied by the federal govern-
ment, corporation franchise taxes levied by the state governments, and
property taxes levied at the state and local levels. We use capital income
as the tax base for all three taxes, even though the legal tax bases for the
latter two taxes are capital stock and capital assets, respectively.
Information on the corporation income tax comes from table 6.20 of
the July 1976 SCB. We list this information in column (1) of table 4.4.
Information on corporate franchise taxes, from an unpublished work-
sheet from NID, is displayed in column (2) of table 4.4.
There are no good national statistics for the property tax by industry.
The best data for 1973 are contained in a worksheet from NID. The NID
data are collected from a wide variety of sources. For some industries
data are gathered on yearly property tax payments from publications like
Agriculture Statistics, Life Insurance Fact Book, and Statistics of Common
Carriers. Property taxes in the manufacturing industries are estimated
from a property tax survey in the 1958 Census of Manufacturing. In some
cases NID took the estimated property tax rate for one of these industries
and applied it.to an SOI estimate of the assets of another industry for
which no direct information on property taxes was available. In the
remaining industries NID built up an estimate of property taxes for the
entire nation by taking a weighted average of the property tax rates of the
states.
We must make one adjustment to the NID property tax figures. In
adjusting our figures on net rents paid, we move some income from the
real estate industry to other industries where industrial real properties
were used. The property tax figures from NID still include tax on those
properties in the real estate industry, so we redistribute a part of the real
estate industry's tax to other industries. Rather than assume the real
estate industry tax rate on the income reassigned, we assume the rate of
the industry where the property is used. First, we calculate a subtotal for
capital income without net rents paid. Then, we calculate effective prop-
erty tax rates in each industry and apply these rates to the net rent
reassigned from NID's real estate industry. The property tax figures with
this adjustment are given in column (3) of table 4.4.
Column (4) of table 4.4 shows the sum of the three capital taxes. Total
net-of-tax capital income is shown in column (5) of table 4.4. The effec-
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where .5270 is the average rate for all industries. Agriculture has the
lowest effective tax rate and transportation equipment has the highest.
1
6
We use capital income net of all taxes to reflect the use of capital in each
industry, but we should note that measuring the industrial use of capital
services by capital income is not the only method available. Several
studies, including those by Kendrick (1976) and Jorgenson and Sullivan
(1981) have collected data on capital stock by industry. In a perfect
risk-free equilibrium with perfect measurement, both data sets would
show the same distribution among industries. Capital would be allocated
so that the ratio of net capital income to value of capital stock is the same
in every industry. Without a perfect equilibrium measurement, however,
we could still ignore the capital income figures derived here, use capital
stocks, and attribute the same rate of return to all industries. Such
alternatives have been investigated, but they do not make a major
difference to the results of simulating alternative tax structures in the
general equilibrium model.
4.4 Personal Factor Taxes
In section 3.3 we described the construct we use to model the features
of the personal income tax (PIT) which discriminate by industry. Equa-
tion (3.31) shows how personal taxes are collected at an average personal
marginal rate T on a fraction/ of the i
th industry's payments for capital
(CAPi). This weighted average personal marginal tax rate is 27.8 percent.
The personal factor tax (PFT), is thus equal to CAP^T. Corrections at
the personal level ensure that individual groups pay their own marginal
rate, T;, (/ = 1,. . . , 12) on an average fraction,/, of capital income from
industry.
To calculate the/, we use data on the various types of capital income by
industry. These include corporate profits (dividends and retained earn-
ings), net interest payments (monetary and imputed), net rent payments
(including the imputed net rent from owner-occupied homes), and the
return to capital used in noncorporate business. These types of capital
income are treated differently by the personal income tax. In our model
we calculate the proportion, g, of each type of capital income that is fully
taxable by the personal income tax. An industry's / is the weighted
average of these g proportions. The weights are the amounts of these
capital income types in each industry. The formula for / is given as
DIVigD + REigRE + INTigl + MRENTigMR + IRENTigm
(4l) _ + NCIigNC - (NCITQ/T)
where the variables are defined in table 4.5 and discussed further below.
16. The next section describes how we add the personal taxation of capital income by
industry to the effective tax rates of table 4.4.68 Chapter Four
The last term in the numerator of equation (4.1) is TrKigcG/y. If TT is
the rate of inflation with no relative price changes, then nominal appreci-
ation in the i
th industry is equal to IT times the capital assets used there.
1
7
We use 7 percent inflation for 1973, from the Economic Report of the
President (Council of Economic Advisers 1973). In our model, Kt are
measured in terms of capital service units, each of which earns a dollar
per period in the benchmark. A real after-tax rate of return, 7 = .04, is
used to convert between capital stocks and capital service units, as
described in section 3.4. Then Kj/y is measured in capital assets, and
TrKigCG/"y is the taxable portion of nominal capital gains.
The denominator of (4.1) is equal to CAPh defined in section 3.3 as
capital income net of corporate and property taxes. Our capital usage by
industry, K{, is net of personal factor taxes:
(4.2) Ki = CAPi(l-fiT).
Thus the final term in the numerator, which involves Kh implicitly
includes a term in^. To solve for ft by itself, define
A,- - DIVigD + REigRE + INTigl + MRENTigMR
(4'
3
) + IRENTigm + NCIlgNC - (NCITQ/T) ;




Solving for^, one obtains
(4-5) ^
Table 4.5 summarizes the parameter values we have chosen to imple-
ment these equations. In the case of dividends, the federal government
lost an estimated $285 million of revenue due to the $100 dividend
exclusion from the PIT in 1976 (U.S. Congress 1977). We divide this by T
to get an estimate of nontaxable dividends, equal to $1,024 million. Since
total dividends paid were $24,631 million in that year, the proportion
taxable was .9584. This figure is used for gD.
We assume that retained earnings are reflected in appreciated values of
17. Relative price changes in 1973 might have provided real capital gains as a major
component of capital income in land-intensive industries. However, the return to land is
largely included in our return to capital already. Our capital income includes imputed
returns to owner-occupied housing, and actual rents paid in all industries, and the profits of
corporations that own the land they use. Only real appreciation of idle and vacant land
would be excluded from our capital income figures.69 Intermediate Production and Value Added
corporate stock. Thus retained earnings are subject to some personal
taxation through the capital gains tax. We use gRE to denote the effective
fraction of retained earnings that is fully taxed by the PIT. Martin Bailey
(1969) has provided evidence that an average dollar of retained earnings
leads to one dollar of capital gains, in present value terms over the long
Table 4.5 Variables in Equation (4.1) Used to Define/, the Proportions of
Capital Income Taxable at the Personal Level
Symbol Definition Value or Source
DIV( Dividends paid by the i
th industry
gD Portion of dividends taxable by
personal income tax (PIT)
REi Retained earnings of the i
th
industry
gRE Portion of retained earnings
taxable by PIT
INTj Net monetary and imputed
interest paid by the i
th industry
gf Portion of interest taxable by PIT




gMR Portion of monetary rent taxable
by PIT
IRENTj Imputed rent earned in the i
th
industry
gIR Portion of imputed rent taxable
by PIT




gNC Portion of noncorporate capital
income taxable by PIT
NCITCj Noncorporate investment tax
credit in the /
t
h industry
T Capital weighted average of
personal marginal tax rates
TT Inflation rate




7 Conversion from capital service
units to capital assets units
gCG Portion of nominal capital gains
taxable by PIT
From table 6.22 of the July 1976
SCB
.9584, as discussed in text
Denned as corporate profits
(corrected by the IVA,
depletion, and capital
consumption adjustments of
section 4.3) minus DIVt
.25, as discussed in text
Column (5) of table 4.2, as
discussed in section 4.3
1.0, since interest is fully taxable
Column (4) of table 4.2 (except
real estate), as discussed in
section 4.3
1.0, since net rents are fully
taxable
Zero for all but real estate, equal
to $10,334 million as shown in
table 4.3
0.0, since no PIT on
owner-occupied housing
Column (3) of table 4.2, as
discussed in section 4.3
1.0, since NCI is fully taxable
Described in text and shown in
table 4.6
.278, derivation in equation (3.31)
.07, for 1973 from the Economic
Report of the President
From 1973 capital income net of
all tax
.04, from the real after-tax rate of
return as described in the text
Differs by industry, as described
in text70 Chapter Four
run.
1
8 There are, however, tax rate and deferral advantages to this form of
capital income. In 1973, gains deferred until death were not taxed at all.
Bailey has shown that close to one-half of long-term capital gains is
realized in a relatively short period, while the remainder is held for
varying durations averaging perhaps thirty-five years or more. Weighing
the advantages of deferral and these observations regarding holding
periods leads us to the conclusion that a tax on $.25 of regular income
would yield approximately the same personal income tax revenue as a tax
on one dollar of retained earnings. Therefore, the gRE for retained
earnings is set at .25.
A value of 1.0 is assigned to the g parameters for interest, monetary
rents, and noncorporate income, since these types of capital income are
fully taxable by the personal income tax. Imputed net rents, which appear
only in real estate, get a gm of zero because these are untaxed.
Since the noncorporate investment tax credit reduces the personal
income tax (PIT) liability, we include in the numerator of equation (4.1)
the amount of income that would result in the reduced tax liability. It is
the amount NCI — (NCITC/T) that, when multiplied by T, yields tax
collections of NCI • T — NCITC. The statutory rate of investment tax
credit for equipment was 7 percent in 1973. Estimates of the noncorpo-
rate investment tax credit (NCITC) here are intended to approximate the
amounts that would have accrued by sector in 1973 if a 10 percent credit
had been in effect and if there had been no limitations on the use of the
credits. The Treasury Department's Office of Tax Analysis provided us
with these estimates, and their procedures can be summarized as follows.
The total 1973 NCITC estimate of $1,078 million is scaled up by 10/7. To
allocate this total among the industries, it is assumed that the ratio of ITC
to depreciation is the same for the corporate and noncorporate portions
of each industry. Total noncorporate depreciation is taken from the IRS
noncorporate Statistics of Income. Each industry's corporate deprecia-
tion is shown in the July 1976 SCB. Using the Treasury Department's
corporate ITC estimates for each sector, the ratio of ITC to depreciation
is applied to the total noncorporate depreciation. This gives an estimate
of each industry's NCITC. This vector is scaled up slightly to the proper
total of $1,540 million, shown in table 4.6, column (1).
The final parameter to discuss is gCG. Because nominal capital gains
receive the same deferral advantages as real capital gains, we set gCG to
.25 for all industries except housing and agriculture. For housing we note
that, in value terms, 73 percent of residential structures are owner
occupied.
1
9 We assume that owner-occupants effectively avoid the capital
18. For an alternative theoretical view, see Auerbach 1979b, Bradford 1980, and King
1977.
19. Unpublished national balance sheet from the Federal Reserve Board.71 Intermediate Production and Value Added
Table 4.6 1973 Noncorporate Investment Tax Credit (in millions of 1973
dollars) and fi Parameters for Each Industry
Industry




Crude petroleum and gas
Contract construction
Food and tobacco
Textiles, apparel, and leather
Paper and printing
Petroleum refining
Chemicals, rubber, and plastics
Lumber, furniture, stone, clay, glass
Metals, machinery, instruments,
and miscellaneous manufacturing

















































gains tax on their housing, whereas landlords pay taxes on 25 percent of
their gains. The rate of inclusion on all of housing is thus only (.27)(.25)
= .0675. In the agricultural sector most farms are privately held and are
seldom exchanged in a taxable manner. We have set gCG in the agricul-
tural sector to .10.
The resulting values for all benchmark fi are shown in column (2) of
table 4.6. Note that the fi parameter is less than one for most industries.
This reflects the low personal taxation of retained earnings and the
noncorporate investment tax credit. The fi for real estate is .376, reflect-
ing the nontaxation of imputed net rents from owner-occupied homes.
Some fi are greater than one, however, because of the taxation of purely
nominal capital gains.
The use of capital by government enterprises (industry 19) is assigned
an fi of .75. This reflects roughly the portion of interest payments that is
taxable by the personal income tax. Approximately one-fourth of govern-
ment's interest payments are on nontaxable state and local bonds.
2
0
20. We assign an fi of 1.0 to the use of private capital by general government. This
simplification aids in our computations, but does not affect general government's capital tax
rate, equal to the average industry tax rate (see section 3.5).72 Chapter Four
Finally, in table 4.7, we use the fi parameters to derive the amount of
personal factor tax in each industry, shown in column (3). When all
capital taxes are subtracted from capital income, we have net income of
column (4). The last column shows the effective tax rates that we use in
the model—the ratios of all taxes to net capital income in each industry.
Since the tax rate is defined as taxes relative to net income rather than to
the more common use of gross income, the rates can exceed unity.
4.5 Input-Output Transactions Data
Our model requires data on interindustry transactions, that is, each
industry's purchases from each other industry. We construct an interin-
dustry transactions table from two separate tables of The Detailed Input-
Output Structure of the U.S. Economy, 1972, published by the Bureau of
Economic Analysis (U.S. Department of Commerce, BEA 1979). The
first table is the "make" table, which gives the dollar values of the
production of each commodity by each industry. The second is the "use"
table, which gives the dollar values of the use of commodities by indus-
tries. Our goal is to transform these tables into a single table showing each
industry's use of the outputs of the various industries.
To illustrate the procedure, let us consider the case with nineteen
industries and eighty-five commodities. The make matrix, M, is thus
19 x 85 and the use matrix, U, is 85 x 19. The first step in arriving at a
transactions table is to define a 19 x 85 matrix, M, which is equal to M
with the column sums normalized to unity. The (i, j) element of M is the
proportion of the total production of commodity / that is produced by
industry i. The transactions table, T, (19 x 19), is given as
(4.6) Tu= 1 MikUk,for . "•" " k=\ j — i., . . . , iy
Figure 4.1 gives an example of the procedure for a hypothetical case of
two industries and three commodities.
The resulting 1972 interindustry transactions table reports these trans-
actions in millions of dollars at producer prices. The valuation at pro-
ducer prices excludes distribution costs. The trade margin and trans-
portation costs appear as inputs to each industry from the trade and
transportation industries. It is important to note that only the trade
margin is included as an input from the trade industry. The input-output
tables do not trace the actual flows of commodities to and from the trade
sector. If trade were shown as buying and reselling commodities, other
industries would be shown as buying most of their inputs from the trade
industry. Instead, commodities are shown as moving directly to the users,
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Figure 4.1 Example of construction of interindustry transactions table
from make table and use table.
Table 4.8 United States Interindustry Transactions, 1972 (in millions of







































































































































































































485.875 Intermediate Production and Value Added
The aggregated 19 x 19 matrix for 1972 appears in table 4.8.
2
1 The
elements, (i, /'), of this matrix are the amounts of the output of industry i
that are used by industry/. Thus, if we look down the fifth column, we see
that the food industry buys more from agriculture, forestry, and fisheries
($37,437 million) than from any other industry. Columns (8), (13), and
(17) also provide intuitive stories: petroleum refining uses much crude
petroleum, the motor vehicles industry is a heavy user of primary and
fabricated metal and machinery, and real estate purchases a large amount
from the construction industry. At this level of aggregation the elements
along the diagonal of the matrix are quite large. If we were to use a more
disaggregated industry classification, these diagonal elements would be
relatively smaller.
Finally, this (19 x 19) transactions table is updated to 1973. Each
column is multiplied by the ratio of 1973 value added to 1972 value added
for that industry. These ratios are based on unpublished data from the
Commerce Department's National Income Division. Since value added
data are not available for the government enterprises industry, we use the
weighted average ratio for the eighteen private industries. Table 4.9
contains all nineteen ratios. The only ratio far from the average is
21. The correspondence between the classification of the original matrix and our nine-
























































































































































































































Table 4.9 The Ratio of 1973 to 1972 Value Added in Each Industry
Industry Ratio
1. Agriculture, forestry, fisheries 1.60012
2. Mining 1.27529
3. Crude petroleum and gas 1.09324
4. Contract construction 1.11718
5. Food and tobacco 1.01805
6. Textiles, apparel, and leather 1.06051
7. Paper and printing 1.12247
8. Petroleum refining 1.27558
9. Chemicals, rubber, and plastics 1.11344
10. Lumber, furniture, stone, clay, glass 1.15656
11. Metals, machinery, instruments, and miscellaneous manufacturing 1.14957
12. Transport equipment and ordnance 1.04596
13. Motor vehicles 1.13872
14. Transportation, communications, utilities 1.10443
15. Trade 1.11694
16. Finance and insurance 1.06860
17. Real estate 1.10290
18. Services 1.11783
19. Government enterprises 1.12368
agriculture, forestry, and fisheries. The large increase in value added in
this industry is due largely to the sharp increase in grain prices that
occurred at that time.
4.6 The Matrix of Transition between
Producer Goods and Consumer Goods
The nineteen goods produced by our industry divisions do not corre-
spond to the commodities purchased by consumers. For example, con-
sumers make very few direct purchases of the outputs of the mining and
crude petroleum industries. The same is true of the primary metals and
machinery industries. Trade services and commodity transportation ser-
vices are only purchased indirectly by consumers. The aggregate con-
sumption vector for final demands of households, derived from table 2.6
of the July 1976 SCB, contains fifteen commodities rather than the
nineteen industry outputs. The total is adjusted to exclude expenditures
in the United States by foreigners. We also adjust the total to include the
$15,388 million imputed service charge payments from consumers to the
finance and insurance industry, which was discussed in section 4.3 above.
After these adjustments, the total of $827,525 million in consumption
expenditures on fifteen consumer goods corresponds directly to the
$827,525 million consumption demand for nineteen producer goods. The77 Intermediate Production and Value Added
latter vector represents the industry outputs that are used to form the
fifteen consumer goods.
To accommodate these different classifications, we treat these pro-
ducer goods as being converted into consumer goods by a fixed-coeffi-
cient Z matrix, estimated from table B in the February 1974 SCB. This
table used 1967 input-output data and can easily be transcribed to an 86
x 84 matrix where the (/, rri) element is the total amount of producer
goods i used in consumer good m. The eighty-six industries used by the
Bureau of Economic Analysis aggregate directly to our definition of
nineteen industries. Their eighty-four consumption categories aggregate
to our fifteen consumer goods according to information in Appendix B of
this chapter.
We calculate the amounts of producer goods used by the saving com-
modity (commodity 16) by using data on business investment from the
1972 input-output table, scaled up to 1973 levels. We impose the require-
ment that the total saving of consumers should exactly equal the net
investment of the business sector. After we add these amounts of pro-
ducer goods used by the saving commodity, we have a 19 x 16 matrix.
This matrix gives the amount of each industry's output used in producing
each of the consumer goods. We divide each element of this matrix by its
column total in order to obtain the Z matrix coefficients. These coef-
ficients are presented in table 4.10. This table is fairly straightforward.
The reader will not be surprised to see that most of food is produced by
the food industry, most of housing by real estate, etc.
Each consumer good price is a weighted average of the producer good
prices, where the weights are the elements of the appropriate column
from the Z matrix. Demands for consumer goods are calculated using the
sixteen prices and the consumer demand functions. When we feed the
vector of total demands for consumer goods through the Z matrix, we get
the consumption demands for the nineteen producer goods, as shown in
figure 4.2.
4.7 Government Enterprises
Some publicly supplied goods and services are subject to a price, or
user charge. In our model these goods and services are produced by the
government enterprises industry (industry 19). We separate this industry
from the other functions of government. In this section we present data
for the government enterprises industry. The data cover labor use and
taxes, capital use and taxes, and subsidies received.
Data on employee compensation for federal, state, and local govern-
ment enterprises are available in unpublished, disaggregated tables that
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Fig. 4.2 Use of the Z matrix to create a vector of derived consumption
demands for the producer goods.
table 4.11. Employer and employee contributions to retirement pro-
grams are given in table 3.11 of the July 1976 SCB. The total contribution
for government employment is multiplied by the fraction of government
labor in government enterprises, to produce an estimate of the labor tax
attributable to this industry. The total tax is $1,557 million. When we
subtract this figure from the gross-of-tax wage bill of $16,723 million, we
get a net-of-tax labor bill of $15,166 million. The rate of tax on net-of-tax
labor is .1027.
Capital estimates are considerably more difficult to produce. The SCB
shows a profit-type return for government enterprises. This corresponds
to their "surplus," which is often negative. Even if the aveiage surplus
were positive, this would not be an appropriate measure of the return to
capital in government enterprises. Our procedure is to impute the
amount of capital, used by the government enterprises industry, on the
basis of capital /labor ratios in those private activities that are most
similar to the activities of the government enterprises.
Seven components of this industry are listed in table 4.12 along with the
comparable private industries. Since employee compensation data were





1. Government enterprise labor
2. Total government labor
3. Proportion of labor
government enterprises (1-^2)
4. Employer retirement contributions
5. Employee retirement contributions
6. Total contributions (3 + 4)
7. Estimated labor tax in










































PH WO82 Chapter Four
not available in this detail, and since value added includes the mismea-
sured surplus, we used the sum of intermediate inputs as a measure of the
relative size of these activities. The inputs shown in column (1) are from
the 1967 detailed input-output table. We assume that the proportions in
column (2) would still be appropriate in 1973. Column (4) contains the
capital/labor ratio (gross-of-tax) for the private counterparts of these
activities, obtained from industry data presented earlier in this chapter.
When we use gross-of-tax ratios, we impute a higher capital/labor ratio
for the government enterprises industry than might seem appropriate,
because the government pays no tax on the capital it uses. However, we
believe this is appropriate treatment, since it also implies the same ratio
of the marginal product of capital to the marginal product of labor in both
the public and private portions of each industry.
We use the relative sizes of the seven components to get weighted
averages of these capital/labor ratios for federal and for state and local
government enterprises. Multiplying the federal ratio of .4020 by the
federal government enterprises' use of labor capital of $10,484 million
yields a capital estimate of $4,125 million. The state and local labor ratio
is .5764. Multiplying this by labor of $6,239 million yields a $3,596 million
capital estimate. Their sum of $7,811 million is the final gross-of-tax and
net-of-tax capital estimate for government enterprises.
Finally, we use an estimate of the subsidy to the government enter-
prises industry. Capital use is valued at $7,811 million, while the 1973
surplus of government enterprises (from tables 3.2 and 3.4 of the July
SCB) totals only $1,601 million. The difference of $6,210 million is the
implied subsidy on these operations. NID worksheets list a single indirect
business tax of $78 million for this industry, so the final output tax
attributed to it is - $6,132 million. When we divide this figure by the total
demand for the output of the government enterprises industry ($22,564
million), we have a 27 percent rate of subsidy on the output of this
industry. The effect of this negative output tax is to lower the output price
faced by purchasers.
Purchases by government other than those for public enterprises are
considered an element of final demand and are described in the next
chapter.
4.8 Other Production Taxes
The NID has provided a worksheet with their estimates of the amount
of each indirect business tax paid by each industry in 1973. Each of these
taxes requires a model-equivalent treatment that matches as closely as
possible the legal base, rates, and rules of the tax.
State and local sales taxes are represented by various rates of tax on
consumption. We will discuss these taxes in chapter 5. The motor vehiclesc ~ JJ
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•a •&84 Chapter Four
tax is treated as a tax on the use of one product by other producers, i.e., as
a tax on intermediate inputs. We divide the total collection of $1,656
million among producers according to their use of motor vehicles. We use
the updated 1973 input-output table to determine each industry's pur-
chase of this input. These are shown in column (4) of table 4.13. The
estimated motor vehicle tax paid is shown in column (5).
We include state public utility taxes as a tax on the output of the
transportation, communications, and utilities industry. We model sever-
ance taxes as a tax on the outputs of two industries: mining, and pe-
troleum and gas. We treat occupation and business taxes, other license
fees, and other taxes as ad valorem taxes on the output of various
industries. The same is true for nontax payments. This last category
includes inspection fees, special assessments, fines, etc.
Federal excise taxes and customs duties are the only categories that
require an adjustment from NID estimates. The NID attributes manufac-
turers' excise taxes to the appropriate industry, but some of retailers'
excises and customs payments appear under retail and wholesale trade.
We reallocate a portion of these latter taxes, since they are not taxes on
the output of the trade industry. We perform this reallocation using table
3 of the 1974 Annual Report of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue
(U.S. Department of the Treasury, IRS 1974).
The result of these procedures is shown in table 4.13, column (2),
where the output tax is the sum of federal excises, public utility, sever-
ance, occupation, and business taxes, license fees, and nontax payments
to government. The negative output tax on government enterprises rep-
resents the subsidy discussed in the last section. Column (1) of table 4.13
shows the gross value of output.
2
2 If we divide column (2) by column (1),
we get the output tax rates in column (3).
22. These figures reflect our consistency procedures. We describe these consistency
procedures in chapter 6. They ensure that gross output can be measured by the sum of inputs
and production taxes in an industry, or by the sum of intermediate and final uses of the
product.Appendixes
Appendix A
Table 4.A.I Correspondences between Our Producer Goods and Bureau of






1. Agriculture, forestry, fisheries
2. Mining
3. Crude petroleum and gas
4. Contract construction
5. Food and tobacco
6. Textiles, apparel, and leather
7. Paper and printing
8. Petroleum refining
9. Chemicals, rubber, and plastics
10. Lumber, furniture, stone,
clay, glass
11. Metals, machinery, instruments,
and miscellaneous manufacturing


























































































20. Directly allocated imports
21. Transferred imports
















1. Agriculture, forestry, fisheries
2. Mining
3. Crude petroleum and gas
4. Contract construction
5. Food and tobacco
6. Textiles, apparel, and leather
7. Paper and printing
8. Petroleum refining
9. Chemicals, rubber, and plastics
10. Lumber, furniture, stone,
clay, glass
11. Metals, machinery, instruments,
and miscellaneous manufacturing








































































































22. Total intermediate output
23. Personal consumption expenditures
24. Gross private fixed capital formation
25. Net inventory change
26. Net exports
27. Federal government purchases
28. Federal government purchases, defense
29. Federal government purchases, nondefense
30. State and local government purchases
31. State and local government purchases,
education
32. State and local government purchases, other




Table 4.A.2 Correspondences between Our Consumer Goods and Bureau of
Economic Analysis (BEA) Categories (February 1974 SCB)






Food purchased for off-premises consumption
Purchased meals and beverages
Foor furnished to government and commercial
employees
Food produced and consumed on farms
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Table 4.A.2 (continued)









Other durable house furnishings
Semidurable house furnishings
Kitchen and other household appliances
China, glassware, tableware
Radio and TV receivers, musical instruments
Shoes and other footwear
Women's and children's clothing
Men's and boy's clothing
Clothing issued to military personnel
Jewelry and watches
Other clothing, accessories, and jewelry
Bridge, tunnel, ferry, and road tolls







New and used cars
Tires, tubes, accessories, and parts
Automobile repair, greasing, washing, parking,
storage, and rental
Shoe cleaning and repair









Funeral and burial expenses
Other personal business
Radio and TV repair
Admissions to motion picture theaters
Admissions to other theaters
Admissions to spectator sports




Private elementary and secondary schools
Other private education and research
Religious and welfare activities89 Appendix B
Table 4.A.2 (continued)






Gasoline and other fuel
Health insurance
Brokerage charges and investment counseling
Bank service charges
Services furnished without payment by financial inter-
mediaries except insurance companies
Expense of handling life insurance
Automobile insurance premiums less claims paid
Books and maps
Magazines, newspapers, and sheet music
Nondurable toys and sports supplies
Wheel goods, durable toys and sports equipment,
boats, pleasure aircraft
Flowers, seeds, and potted plants
Other recreation
Foreign travel by U.S. residents
Toilet articles and preparations
Cleaning and polishing preparations, household
supplies
Stationery and writing supplies
Drug preparations and sundries
Ophthalmic products and orthopedic appliances
Other fuel and ice
Gasoline and oil